November 2019 e-permitting Release Notes

All Program areas

- **24008** – Attachment sizes were previously limited to only 10mb; this has now been increased to allow attachments up to 1GB in size.
- **24365** – Internal review - A task does not need to have a person assigned to it until it has a Begin Date
- **25569** – Internal review - A task cannot have an end-date on a holiday
- **23113** – Line items were previously a limited width causing web pages to be quite tall. Line items are now stretched to the width of the web page.
- **25098** – Internal review – The tabs for individual applications are now at the top of the web page instead of below the application information block

Air Quality

- **24022** – New Clients may now self-register and immediately have access to e-permitting for submitting permit applications
- **22964** – The GP5 and GP5A permit applications have been redesigned to allow for a control to be entered one time and linked to multiple sources

BWEW

- **24022** – New Clients may now self-register and immediately have access to e-permitting for submitting permit applications
- **21980** – Internal Review - The Completeness/Admin Review task now lists the permit numbers
- **25612** – Permit applications which would be routed to a Conservation District no longer require/accept electronic payment. Payment will be mailed to the CCD as was done previously.

Mining

- **24022** – New Clients may now self-register and immediately have access to e-permitting for submitting permit applications
- **25105** – Bituminous Surface Mine application, Operational Area and Bonding Information Module have revised line items for the upcoming Bonding implementation
- **25007** – NOI Application – Landowner line item grid should just be one column for name rather than two columns for first name/last name.

Oil & Gas Subsurface

- **24021** – New Clients may now self-register and immediately have access to e-permitting for submitting permit applications
- **18078** – Internal Review users have a redesigned dashboard and only display subsurface applications
- **25100** – Internal Review users have a redesigned application information block specific to OG Subsurface
- **24367** – Internal Review – all required tasks should be added automatically when an application is submitted.
Oil & Gas Surface
- **24021** – New Clients may now self-register and immediately have access to e-permitting for submitting permit applications
- **25095** – Internal users have a redesigned dashboard and only display surface applications
- **25705** – Internal users have a redesigned application information block specific to OG Surface

Radiation Protection
- **24019** – New Clients may now self-register and immediately have access to e-permitting for paying registration renewals.

Storage Tanks
- **22993** – Clients may now edit existing facilities, including adding/updating/removing tanks.